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About This Game

Alien Shooter 2 -Reloaded is a large-scale sequel to the first part of Alien Shooter. This is the unique alloy of arcade action and
RPG elements which combines well-established world of classical games and unmatched dynamics of the first part.

  Alien Shooter 2 - Reloaded is a modified version of the Alien Shooter 2 game. Sigma Team started working on it right after
release of AS2, taking into account the players' wishes:

Size of the full version installation file was reduced to 300 Mb, compared to 1Gb of the original Alien Shooter 2.
Large installation file prevented users with slow connection from buying and downloading the game.

Player upgrade parameters simplified. Now you don't need to develop separate skills for each weapon type, so
you'll be able to complete the game using all the weapon types featured in it.

Two new missions added. Now the game features 17 full levels.

 New individual shooting mode added - Gun Stand. You will use powerful military equipment to eliminate
advancing enemy troops. As the game goes on, you will upgrade your weapon in different ways, and the right
choice will let you win the battle!

about 10,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

Arcade action combined with sophisticated RPG elements
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Many hours of game play with 17 missions

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

And, to crown it all, dynamic music and sound effects

Natural phenomena (fog, rain, water)

A variety of playable characters, each featuring unique abilities

Character upgrade facility

More than 50 types of weapons - now you can not just kill but also burn, freeze and even diminish the enemies

More than 20 types of handy gadgets - from flare guns, radar and medkits to battle drones and much more

Red or Green blood selection

Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action
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This game is amazing. It's been a long time since I've truly enjoyed one of these games
(My all-time favorite is Dungeon Siege 2, and this is definitely my 2nd now...)
I held off playing this game for so long even during the free weekends and stuff, but I finally gave in, and haven't regretted it
since.
I was hooked from the very beginning with the intro, and the more I played the deeper the story got and more involved I
became.

If you like games like Dungeon Siege\/Diablo\/Titan Quest\/ Path of Exile, GET THIS GAME!. This game was really
♥♥♥♥ing fun for awhile but then it broke, guess I'll just have to have even more fun replaying it. A complex and bittersweet
story. I love how the story and themes are up for your interpretation but this doesn't deviate the flow, still allowing things to go
full circle back to its beginning. It's well written, a bit more mature than the previous Deathless, I continue to feel like an active
component in the story, and to my pleasant surprise definitely has a portal franchise sort of ending to it. I shed a single tear at
the way my first runthrough ended. In the end, how did this story resonate with my beliefs and values? Truly beautiful.

Imagine a corporate sort of movie with a cast of highly respectable characters (two of which are George Clooney and Morgan
Freedman) all with their own agendas trying to balance themselves and the greater good. Plus magic. People can magic. Oh, and
giant coexisting bug citizens.

Bam, City's Thirst as a movie 2017.

11\/10 - "Take my money" - awildkuei. good. could do without the jetpacks tho. much better then fortnite trash. unless you have
"good" friends to play with depending on the hour you play, expect to get 1VS2' teamed all day until the "top" players take a
break since theirs not enough players to match you up against new people. but rather the same ones every single match. A lot of
the reviews for this game seem to assume that it's something it isn't, and for that reason the overall score isn't great.

But if you liked Cortex Command and the idea of a physics based movement system and don't mind with putting up with some
odd foibles, you might really enjoy this game. It's not for everyone, but the sorts of people who will like it will like it a lot.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. This level is dank as hell,
10\/10 would kill everyone again with a hammer.. This game tells a very simple, somewhat childish story, interspersed with
often easy, sometimes frustrating puzzles. The gameplay isn't consistent, and the story isn't interesting enough to be worth the
time and effort, little as it takes.. Half an hour in and I can already tell this is quality. The developer has put in an obscene
amount of effort (particularly with smaller details), putting it well above CH on that merit alone. Really, just sit down and study
CH in detail for a little while; it's got tons of problems in every area, and all the developers can hope for is to just put out a good
sequel that wipes the previous slate clean.

So what does a great game like TTI here get? Multiple clowns in the reviews bashing it for insane reasons. I felt it deserved an
upvote, so here it is.
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Episode 1: Funny
Episode 2: Funny, cute, exciting
Episode 3: Funny, cute, exciting, saddening
Episode 4: EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER
Episode 5: EMOTIONAL ROLLLE COASTER, then a choose your own dream vault hunter squad and fight in a
giant♥♥♥♥♥robot

Overall, the most engaging Telltale game yet. I can't wait to play this to death now that all the episodes are out to see every
possible different outcome.. As far as time management games go, Gamehouse delivers a great and challenging game. As far as
the story goes, if you do not like silly, overly dramatic stories that read like a really bad reality show, then stay away from this
game. Normally, I enjoy these stories, but this one really got on my nerves. The only thing that saved me from downvoting this
game, was the creativity of the levels themselves. It was fun to see how they incorporated levels like the prison into the story and
made it workable (albeit over-the-top). I did like that in this game, they did not put achievements in here that took quite a few
hours to achieve. It took half the time to complete this one as opposed to Fashion Fever. I still say the $12.99 price tag is a bit
steep, but thankfully they tend to go half price during the big sales events. If you can wait until they go on sale, that is a much
better option.. I really recommend this game for 4 - 6 year olds. It's a very good game for kids to learn to use the mouse and also
the puzzles are for that age. However this game might not be good enough for older kids or kids who are already good with the
mouse.
Longevity: 5
Fun: 8
Educational: 7
Positivity + Equality: 8
Replayability: 6

. It's a good platformer, kinda reminds me of bomberman on the 64. It controls well, a controller is recommended but it's still
manageable with a keyboard. Needs a little polish here and there but still enjoyable. Unpretentious, cheerful game. To find all
and to win. Different levels and bosses. Attack to a key Z. There is nothing supernatural :). Itsd alright.... Unimaginative.
Thought I would play the first one since I'm such a fan of the series but I wouldn't recommend this one to anyone who likes the
Nancy Drew games. First of all, someone is straight up murdered in this one which is a little dark. Not only is he murdered, his
head spins all the way around and he's pushed down the stairs and he's just a kid so that's a little upsetting. Obviously it's not
shown in the game but that's what you're investigating so it's discussed at length. Not to mention the barely touched on drug
addiction of one of the kid's classmates which is only mentioned but never resolved--there could have been a better way to do
that in a game like this. Maybe an anti-drug message or SOMETHING but they just prove that he's all into steroids (and he's a
minor by the by) and then say at the end that he got scholarships so he's REWARDED FOR HIS DRUG USE AS A MINOR.
This game is just a little dark and unimpressive. Dark in the sense that it's inappropriate--though I wish it was better
executed/more stylized. Generally dissappoiting because I beat the game in only 3 hours of game play.. Screwfly Studios, who
brought us Zafehouse: Diaries, has released an even more difficult, in-depth RTS experience. The second in their Strategy game
repetoire, Deadnauts literally puts you in the pilots seat of a scavenging space vessel with the goal of collecting data and new
equipment to outfit your five person crew. In staying true to the complex style of Zafehouse, this game will take a bit of
playtime (or a LOT of lengthy literature) to get the hang of. The missions are randomly generated, meaning you'll never hit the
same ship twice, and the enemies are widely varied. Your first mission might be aboard a Class 5 Mining Vessel (just spewing
out random ship designations) where you'll be testing your wits against the ship A.I. with low life support, and abysmal lighting,
making it difficult for your crew to navigate the ship. The only frame of reference you have to your crew is a throwback style
radar screen with Fog of War impairing your view of their surroundings. It may be possible to experience everything this game
has to offer in your lifetime, but it's not very probable. The replay value for fans of RTS games is immense, and because you
have control over nearly every aspect, this is one for the OCD micromanagers among us. Deadnauts is nothing if not
complicated, however, and you'll most probably spend more time learning how to play the game than actually enjoying it. There
is a quick tutorial overview at the start of your first mission, but after that, you're completely on your own. Your crew will
interact with eachother differently, depending on their alliances and feelings towards one another. Overall, Deadnauts is not a
game for the casual gamer (or even the casual strategy gamer). If you find games like FTL incredibly easy at their hardest
difficulty setting, you'll want to give this game a shot.
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